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SmithAndLewisPresent
LectureSeriesAtSewanee

Senator Smith speaks on the environment.

by Anne Bradford

Senator Margaret Chase

Smith and Major General

William B. Lewis, Sewanee 's

first Woodrow Wilson Visiting

Fellows this year, presented a

varied series of lectures and

discussions during the week of

February 3.

Mrs. Smith, a Republican

from Maine, has enjoyed an

extremely successful career in

both Houses of the U.S.

Congress. In addition Senator

Smith has been a business

executive and the recipient of

O.G. Holds First Meeting
by Annie Reasoner

The Order of Gownsmen
held its first meeting of the

second semester on January 30,

1975. The first item of business

on the agenda was the

nomination of candidates for

the position of Honorary
Gownsman. There are five such

positions; niminees include

David Darrohn, Don Pippen,

Brad Berg, Jeff Gill, Kevin

Marchetti, Jerry Otwell, Rex
Bray, John Williams, and Rick

Jones. The election of the

Honorary Gownsmen will take

place at the next meeting of the

Order.

It was then announced that

Marian McClure is the new O.G.

representative to the University

Concert Committee and that

Benton Williamson is the new
chairperson of the Symposium
Committee. Henry Gass will

head another new committee,
the function of which is to

investigate the possibility of a

memorial to the late John
Flynn.

Next on the agenda were two
reports from committees. David
Cordts, O.G. representative to

the Faculty Curriculum
Committee, stated that at its

next meeting the committee
will reconsider the existing

library science requirement in

the College. The chairperson of

the Standards and Privileges

Committee, Janet Mayfield,

announced that her committee
plans to undertake a study of
the honor and privilege systems
at other colleges. This

committee would also like to

arrange for every Sewanee
student to receive an annual

publication outlining the

existing honor system.
Following this report, Kevin
Harper of the St. Luke's

Bookstore Committee reported
that his committee is

considering the removal of all

non-book merchandise from the

St. Luke's Bookstore. He would
like to re ceive student

comments on this matter.

After these reports, Rob
Pearigen of the Bishop's

Common Advisory Council

voiced his distress at two recent

developments at the Bishop's

Common. One was the fact that

the B.C. Advisory Council had

not been consulted at all about-

the hiring of the new Food

Services Manager. He also

expressed unhappiness because

the pinball machines had been
placed in the Pub over the

unanimous vote of the Council.

The O.G., equally disturbed

because of the arrival of the

pinball machines and the

overlooking of the Council's

opinion, passed overwhelmingly

a motion requesting the removal

of the pinball machines from

Tiger Bay.

The President of the O.G.,

John Mackersie, presented a

motion stating that if a member
of the O.G. has more than one

unexcused absence from an

O.G. meeting per semester,

he/she will forfeit membership
in the Order ofor the remainder

ot that semester, and will also

forfeit all the privileges of a

Gownsman. If one or more of

these absences take place after

midsemester, the erring

Gownsman will lose gown and
privileges for that semester and

for the following semester. An
absence may be excused upon
submission of a reasonable

explanation for it to the

Secretary of the O.G. This

motion was passed by a fair

majority.

Michael Zsembik then rose

and stated that the Bishop's

Common Poll published in the

Jan. 30, 1975 PURPLE showed
that most students, used the

Bishop's Common Lounge for

study purposes. Since Agnes
Wilcox, Director of the Bishop :s

Common, wrote in an earlier

letter to the PURPLE that the

Lounge was to be used primarily

as a room for conversation and

music purposes, Mr. Zsembik
felt that Mrs. Wilcox should be

summoned to appear at the next

(Cont. on page 2)

numerous awards and honorary

degrees. She is the author of two
books, GALLANT WOMEN
and DECLARATION OF
CONSCIENCE.

General Lewis, Mrs. Smith's

executive assistant, has achieved !

distinction in both civilian and

military life. A many-times

s-decorated officer, General
|

Lewis has served in the Army,
the Air Force and the Navy. He
has taught in several military

and civilian academies and
colleges, in addition to pursuing

a successful private law practice.

General Lewis was at one time

Senior Trial Attorney of the

U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission.

The week was a busy one for

both Senior Fellows. Senator

Smith spoke before a variety of

classes and organizations on
topics yhich included
McCarthyism, the role of

women in today's society, the

President and Congress, politics,

and the future of the

Republican Party. In addition

to contributing to several of

Mrs. Smith's lectures. General
Lewis spoke before the Pre-Law
Club and the ROTC class. As a

professional military man and a

distinguished Lawyer , Gneral

Lewis was uniquely qualified to

give the future officers and
lawgers an inside view of both
professions.

Several receptions and
dinners gave the community
opportunities to engage in more
personal conversation with the

visiting Fellows.

With the cooperation and
financial support of the Lilly

Foundation, the Woodrow
Wilson National Fellowship

Foundation sponsors week-long

campus stays by its Visiting

Fellows. The program's main

goal is to encourage successful

professionals in various fields to

visit college campuses in order

to encourage students to

consider similar careers and to

give students an opportunity to

learn first-hand how to go about

preparing for that career.

(Cont. on page 2)

Gailor Fast Begins Sunday
by Pat Kington

A committee gleaned from

the Peace Fellowship and
recruits from the student body
and Chaplaincy met last

Thursday to discuss plans for

the proposed fast program at

Gailor. It was agreed that the

program begin the Sunday after

Ash Wednesday (Feb. 16) and

continue through Lent, and that

the most likely meal Gailor

diners would prefer to cut

would be the one on Sunday
evenings.

The plan the committee is

proposing entails the omission

of the Sunday evening meal

each week of Lent. The money
which Saga would have paid for

the number of meals our

program would delete from its

usual quota will be handed over

to the Peace Fellowship who
will then forward it on to

national organizations working

for famine relief and population

control.

Such a plan requires the

cooperation and support of at

least 200 students to be

profitable. The money refunded

for the meals is to be figured

from raw food cost, which

usually runs from 35 to 49 cents

per meal per person. With 200
participants we could send from

$70.00 to $98.00 to world

famine relief programs weekly!

It should be realized that

students who agree to this plan

must remain faithful to their

word and avoid the dining hall

Sunday evenings. The
committee composed this

pledge which is being circulated

now to recruit adherents to the

fast:

" I pledge that I will abstain

from eating Sunday night

supper in Gailor Hall, beginning

Frbruary 16 and continuing

through Lent (excepting Palm

and Easter Sundays), with the

understandin that from $.35 to

$.49 of the cost of my meal will

be turned over by Sagato world

famine relief and population

control organizations."

If the display and sign-up at

Gailor this past Monday lunch

somehow passed you Dy, the

pledge will be circulating in the

dormitories this week.

Other possibilities for getting

the world over this hump are

being discussed the next four

Thursdays at 8:00 p.m. in the

Psychology seminar room in

Woods lab beginning tonight

(Feb. 13). Leading the group

will be Jeff Walker, Assistant

Seminarian. All interested

persons are urged to attend.

Pat Kingston
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AcademyStudents
Are Assaulted
A g roup of Sewanee

Academy students were

assaulted by two carloads of

local teenagers on Friday,

February 7 . The incident

occured around 10:00 p.m. in

front of the Tuckaway Inn.

The students were returning

to the Academy from the movie
at the Thompson Union when
an argument broke out between
them and a group of teenagers.

The argument progressed into a

fist fight at which point the

police were called. There wpre

no serious injuries but one arrest

was made, of the only adult

involved. He was charged with

assault and disorderly conduct.

The twelve juveniles were

picked up and were expected to

appear in Juvenile Court on

Monday, February 10th. Chief

Wagoner of the Sewanee Police

Force said that this sort of

problem happens about once or

twice a year. This time he

considered the incident serious

enough to send the teenagers to

Juvenile Court.

Abbo's Alley To
Be Restored

by Michelle Mauthe
Due to the lack of attention

and proper care, Abbo's Alley

has fallen into a state of

disrepair. The two main reasons

for the present condition of

deterioration of the ravine

garden are a lack of funds and a

lack of organized interest. In the

days of Abbo Martin, constant

care and daily work in the

gardens maintained the
condition, but since that time,

the work that has been done is

but minimal, and not adequate.

However, a number of

faculty and administrative

people have formed the Abbo's
Alley Association, with the sole

purpose of "maintaining and
preserving for future
generations a place of natural

beauty, The Abbott Cotton
Martin Ravine Gardens of

Sewanee, Teen." The proposed

Smith
Lecture

(Cont. from page 1)

Feiiows represent rich fields as

business, foreign service,

journalism , and law.

Last year's Visiting Fellows
were Sir Herbert Marehant, a

British diplomat, and Lady
Marehant, and Mr. Roland
Shackford, a journalist, and
Mrs. Shackford.

According to Dr. Gilbert
Gilchrist

, faculty corrdinator of
the program, the Visiting

Fellows have scored a definite

success with the Sewanee
community. The management
of this year's program, Dr.

Gilchrist noted, was primarily a

student effort. Marian McClure
was Student Coordinator of the

event, and other students who
helped make the program a

success included Claire Adams,
Emily Butler, David Crews,
Cathy Ellis, Susan Griffin, Dale
Grimes, Nancy Guerard, Billy

Joe Shelton, and Wendy
Warden.

Dr. Gilchrist said, "I want to

take this opportunity to thank
all the students who worked so
hard on this program. I think
the week was a great success,

and the principal reason was
that there were so many people
willing to help, expecially the
students, who did a grand job."

plan for carrying out these
activities is based upon the idea
of a paid membership. The
annual dues of $25 for adults
and $10 for students, combined
with the small amount alloted

by the University will provide
funding for supplies and
equipment, as welt as allowing
money to purchase new plants

and flowers.

The members will have
meetings from time to time to

decide on officers and to elect

two commissioners who, with a

third person appointed by the

Vice-Chancellor, will act in a
supervisory capacity and see
that the work in the alley is

done properly. Presently, there
is a Bishop's work crew which,
during the two weeks to a

month that they work in the
summer, spend part of their

time in Abbo's Alley and part in

other places, such as the
landscaped garden in front of

Gailor. With the establishment

of the Abbo's Alley
Association, work will be done
on a regular basis. Included is

the plan for a one day general

garden reguvenation, set

tentatively for some time in the

srjring, to pull together the

interest in the gardens. It is

hoped that large groups such as

fraternities and dormitories will

attend as well as just individuals;

kegs afterwards will celebrate a

job well done.

Dr. Way is presently acting

secretary-treasurer; anyone
interested in becoming a

member and insuring the

upkeep of the Alley is requested

to make his check payable to

The University of the South for

the Abbo's Alley Association,

and send it to Dr. Way through

the S.P.O. The goal is forty

adult members, and any student

participation will be considered

an extra bonus. Payment of

dues will be acknowledged by a

certificate of membership

O. G.
(Cont. from page 1)

meeting of the O.G. and clarify

the policy concerning the

Lounge. Mr. Zsembik's motion
to that effect failed by a large

majority, following which the

meeting was adjourned.

Man on the Street

In Your Opinion Should Sewanee
Be On A Five Day Week?

JOHNSTULTS
Going to class six days a week is just impossible. I

can 't handle getting up that early six days in a row. Also

if you get drunk on Friday night you can'tgo to classes

Saturday. Fve got an 8:00 on Saturday that I have

trouble making—it's a finite class. So I definitely think

we should just have classed five days a week.

CINDY CLARK
I like the system way it is; it doesn 't really matter to

me. I guess I'd like it the other way too, I'm sure. But
the way it is doesn 't bother me.

BARREDUMAS
I'm in favor of the five day week because the one

Saturday night off just isn't enough. If you want to

really get drunk or go out of town Sunday is just not

enough time to recuperate since you also need to study

on Sunday to prepare forMonday 's classes.

DOCBEAM
I would love the five day week. I think that since

every other college has it that we should. The faculty

are worried about making Sewanee a suit case school

but I think since women are here alot ofpeople would

stay.

LAURIEBARKER
I like the six day week as it stands. I think it's the

professorsmwho want to instigate the five day week. I

think it is a good system as it stands.

TOMAVANT
I think the five day week would be alright. You

could lengthen the classes by 15 minutes a day and have

Saturdays off. That would be a Saturday study day

every week! I'm for the five day week!

ANNE BRAKEBILL
I feel that the five day week would necessitate

having afternoon classes. Personally, I've gotten used

to the system we have right now. It doesn't bother me

at all. I'd just as soon have it as it is. Not have classes

in the afternoon and have afternoons free for studying

or other ac tivities.
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Wilcox And Bowden Discuss Tarns Party
by Ruth Laigle

PURPLE: As director of the

Bishop's Common, the

PURPLE would like to hear

some of your feelings about the

Tarns concert. Were you pleased

or displeased with the outcome?
WILCOX: The concern of

the entire staff with the dance

and concert Friday night was

that people enjoy themselves. In

speaking to Rhea Bowden, he

said that from the reactions he

had gotten people had had a

very good time. And if so, I

consider it a success. There were

drawbacks because the facilities

were not built for that sort of

thing — it was hot and crowded
— but if people had a good time,

that is all that matters to us.

PURPLE: There was a

question of whether or not you
were exactly pleased with the

condition of the Commons after

the dance. It was sort of a mess.

How do you feel on that issue?

WILCOX: It was a mess, and

the janitors had a tough job

cleaning it up but with the

exception of one young man
there was no malicious damage
done. The IFC provided part of

the payment for the janitors'

overtime pay and the young
man concerned has been
contacted about payment for

damage he incurred.

PURPLE: Will you allow
future events to be held in the

Commons, and if so, do you
have any reservation?

WILCOX: I have no
reservations. There are some
things we would change and a

few adjustments would be made
but we are not opposed to

occasions. I think once yearly

might be sufficient! — but until

we have a better place to have
that type of a dance the Snack
Shop would be the logical place

to have it. As I said before, oui

main concern was that student!

would cause destruction to the

building but everyone rose to
the occasion, and it was a very
rewarding experience.

PURPLE: I'd just like to ask
you a few questions concerning
the "aftermath" of the Tarns
concert over Midwinters. There
have been some complaints,
especially about the length of
time the Tarns played. Several
things occurred to me which I

thought might have some
bearing on this situation. For
instance, how much were the
Tarns paid for the concert?

RHEA: I'd rather not say
how much they were paid
because we did not go through a

contract, and they came for a

considerably smaller amount
than they would normally
charge. They asked me not to
reveal the price because if it

were known, other people
would try to get them at the
same reduced rate, and that
would not be the best thing for

business.

PURPLE: Then you do not
'hink that their fee had
anything to do with the length
of their performance?

RHEA: No. People have

Rhea Bowden

£¥***

Agnes Wilcox

complained to me about the

length of time that they played
but they played as long as they
normally would in a nightclub

or at a dance. What is normal for

them is to have their back-up
play for 40 minutes, have a 5

minute intermission, they play

for 50 minutes, then back-up
for 40, and then they play for

50 minutes.

PURPLE: How far in

advance were they booked?
RHEA: We talked to them

about the possibility of coming
two weeks after .Fall Party

Weekend, which is when the

idea first came up. I was put in

charge of looking into "a band"
and I spoke to them and several

other groups. They were the

best deal as far as money and a

name were concerned. Final
plans came through about 2 .

weeks before Christmas
vacation.

PURPLE: Were the Tarns
told where they would be
playing—size, acoustice, etc.?

RHEA: Originally, the
understanding was that the

concert was to be held in the old
gym. Later on, as a result of
conversations with the Deans,
Mrs. Swasey, and Coach Bryant
it was decided to have the
concert at the Bishop's
Common.

PURPLE: Was Gailor or
Convocation ever considered?
Some students have questioned
the choice of the Commons in

light of the relatively small

space afforded by the Snack
Shop.

RHEA: My suggestions were
in order of preference

Convocation, the small gym,
and then Gailor. I was told that

Convocation was out because it

is being made into a

supplementary library; the gym
idea was overthrown becuaseof
women's athletics; and Dean
Binnicker told me that Gailor was
out of the question because of
the recent renovations. I

thought the Commons was a
little on the small side but it was
the only place left to have it.

PURPLE: Do you think it

bothered the Tarns to have to
play in such relatively crowded
conditions?

RHEA: In setting up
beforehand, they said they had
played on smaller stages than
the one in the Snack Shop. Of
course, they would have liked a

larger stage with - better

acoustics, but they have played
in worse places so I do not think
that really bothered them.

PURPLE: Wasn't the main
reason for bringing the Tarns to

the mountain to revive the

partying spirit of Midwinters
and to bring the fraternities

together?

RHEA: That was my
suggestion to the IFC because I

felt that enthusiasm for

Midwinters had been on the
decline especially this year.

PURPLE: Do you feel that

the weekend was a success?

RHEA : Everyone who I have
talked to seemed to have really

enjoyed it. Granted, the space

was a little small for the number
of people involved, but I think it

was great to have everyone
partying together. There was
only one fraternity that did not

participate and that was because

they had made plans before the

Tarns idea even came up.

PURPLE: Do you think it

might become a tradition to

have an all-fraternity get

together on Midwinters?

RHEA: I would like to see it.

A lot of fraternities do not even

have bands on Midwinters

because good ones are so

expensive and people would

rather put everything into Fall

and Spring Party Weekends. As
it was, each fraternity spent less

than half of what they would
spend on one night of Fall or

Spring.

PURPLE : Another
complaint about the concert

was the condition of the

Commons after the dance.
Would you comment on that?

RHEA: I thought the shape
of the Commons -was
exceptionally good. I stayed
around afterwards, and I could
not see any great damage. Of
course there were cups and
spillage on the foloor and some
stains on the baseboards and
walls but there was not anything
that could not be cleaned up. I

was surprised and pleased that

there was not any real damage.
There was some real damage
done to the men's restroom but
that has been narrowed down to

one person. That situation has

been taken care of, and I do not

think it is fair to put off the

behavior of one individual on
everyone else. I -can see no
reason why there should not be

more dances held in the

Commons.
PURPLE: Do you have

anything else you would like to

add?

RHEA: Yes—I would just

like to make it clear that this

was by no means a one-man
endeavor as might .have been

indicated. Mrs. Wilcox, Tom
Gibson, Dean Binnicker, and
Dennis Hejna all did a great part

in making the concert a success.

I'd like to thank them and

everyone else who had a part in

it—the policemen, janitors, etc.

As a closing comment I'd like to

say that I hope the IFC will

assume the activities of the old

German Club. More than 60% of

the males on campus belong to

fraternities and I feel the IFC is

the best representative of the

student body and should be the

agent for all-campus social

activities.

1975 Admissions Take Shape
by Nora Frances Stone

According to Mr. Albert
Gooch, Dean of Admissions, the
future freshman class at

Sewanee for 1975 is shaping up
favorably.

In an effort to reduce the
total number of students at the
University from 992 to 970, the
size of next year's freshman
class will be around 270 as

opposed to this year's 296
enrollments. Plans ' include
places for 70 more men than
women.

Across the country SAT
scores seem to be a little lower
than previous years especially

on the verbal side. Applicants in

the 750 and above bracket are

not as plentiful but Mr. Gooch
described the middle 500 to 650
group as "just as good as the

past." He emphasized that in

examining a students record
they were more impressed with
an applicants performance ir

academics and other activities

than college boards.

"Competition is ferocious,"

Mr. Gooch admitted but said

that one-third of the allotment
have already accepted on the

Early Decision Plan. He
attributed difficulties in

admissions to the sagging

economy of the country, a rise

in tuition, and large scholarship

offers at other schools in the

place of a plan for distributing

money more as Sewanee tries to

do. "We are in good shape," Mr.

Gooch revealed, "but we had to

worry until we got there."

Members of the Admissions
Department have been traveling

extensively. Gooch stressed that

no matter how hard his office

worked, one of the most
im p o rtant factors for a

prospective student is the

impression that they receive

when they visit the campus. A
proof of this is the unusual
number of students who were
originally accepted as freshman

at Sewanee, went elsewhere,

and then decided to transfer to

The University of the South.

Most students will continue

to come from the twelve

southern states whose dioceses

have ownership in the

University. Applicants still

come from all over the United

States and foreign countries.

For a school of the size and
location of Sewanee, it is

unusual to have around 20
percent of the student body

from outside a 500 mile radius.

Medicine, law, and forestry

were described by Mr. Gooch as

the "big three" in the realm of

interest of would-be students.

The growing trend towards

specialization has not hindered

the recruiting of students at

Sewanee. The flexibility and
self-confidence of a liberal arts

education still seem to be a

major attraction rather than a

handicap here at Sewanee.

Mr. Gooch labeled now until

the first of May as a critical time

for the Admissions Department
and asked for the valuable

support students could give.
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Program Offers Chance

For Students To Help
With the diminishing quality of Gailor food this

semester, it would be difficult to imagine anyone

wanting to eat the food prepared in the kitchens of that

establishment. However, the starving of the world and

this country might be overjoyed to partake of an

occasional "tuna surprise.

"

Sewanee students seem to be aware of this crisis, but

more than once the question is asked, "what can I

do—box up my Gailor dinner and mail it to a starving

person?" Well, believe it or not that possibility is

available to each student on the Mountain. One does

not literally mail meat loaf and mashed potatoes to an

unidenified starving person, but the money it takes to

purchase and prepare this food can be sent.

A plan has been simply and beautifully devised by

the Sewanee Peace Fellowship. It entails pledging to

missthe Sunday evening Gailor meal and upholding that

pledge by not eating at Gailor that evening. The Peace

Fellowship has arranged with Saga that the money for

the participants be sent to one of the world famine

reliefprograms.

Unfortunately, the program can not work if less

than 200 people sign up. The response was amazingjust

from the small announcement run in the last issue of

the PURPLE first semester. Sewanee students have a

tendency to forget or to get too bogged down with

studies to be bothered. Students who nevergo to Gailor

on Sunday night could easily just not sign a pledge and

the entire program would be worthless.

The real sadness is that the world no longer has time

to forget or have something else to do. The crisis seems

far away now. Hungar is something to be endured by

foreigners who live in places like India and Africa.

Americans fail or pretend not to realize that hungar has

a firm grasp on this country already. Startling example

is elderly people who eat two weeks out ofa month and

literally starve the other two weeks. This sort of thing is

happening right here at home and anyone who gives up

the opportunity to help is in the opinion of this writer a

heartless fool.

A group of conscienous students, members of the

community, and members of the Chaplaincy are

offering the Sewanee student the opportunity to help

with the crisis in this small way. For students who wish

to do more there are Thursday evening meetings where

other plans for helping in the crisis will be discussed.

Many groups on the national level are concerned with

this problem and plan to hold a Food Day on April 1 7,

1975. Their philosophy is to involve campuses in

programs to reeducate Americans in order to stop

wasting our natural resources and quickly decreasing

food supplies in this country. Details of this program

and others will be published in the PURPLE as more

information is received.

The Letters to the Editor of this newspaper have

been filled with letters from students urging the

Chaplains to action on the current controversies within

the Episcopal Church. These people seem to forget that

there are more important problems in the world besides

which service is used on Sunday. The Chaplains and

others have a concrete plan for the hungarproblem and

perhaps it is time to put aside all of our other concerns

and involve ourselves with a truly life and death matter.

Cynthia L. Smith

Editor-in-Chief

Sewanee winter at night.

Guest Editorial

A Comment on Requirements
by Ruth Laigle

Calculus, Why Calculus?

Why as I, a probably English

major taking Freshman
Calculus? The answer is

very simple: it is a required

course. Most Sewanee
students are quite aware of

the large number of courses

that we are required to take.

Recently, I questioned the

necessity of this Sewanee
tradition.

I feel certain that I am
not the only one who has

been irked at the
imperatives delivered by the

administration concerning

my education. While I

wonder what future uses I

will have for Fermat's

method or for computing
the average velocity of a

certically rising weather

balloon, I am confident that

other people with interests

different from my own have

their individual pet peeves.

Everyone knows about the

Economics major who has

flunked every 101 language

course up here and what are

the chances of a Chemistry

major being asked what
year serfdom was abolished

in Prussia?

I will never be asked to

compute the average

velocity of a vertically rising

weather balloon, and our

Chemistry major will never

be asked to give the year in

which serfdom was
abolished in Prussia. But I,

in all my Freshman wisdom,
did not realize until this

semester that I have been

missing the point. The point

is that required courses,

among other things, teach

one to think. Fermat's

method has injected my
sometimes irrational

English-major mind with

some semblance of
rationality. Reason is a nice

fellow to have around. I

never though I would enjoy

finding the most
economical way of
constructing a rain gutter,

but I do. Not that I am
going to ever take any more
Calculus. After all my GPA

can only take so much. But

I do not resent
requirements anymore and

I am not counting the

minutes of my math class

any longer. And that,

believe me, is quite an

accomplishment. ECCE
QUAMBONUM.

I will leave our

(Cont. on page 6)

/ \
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The Echoing Green
by Jim Harper

Has it ever occurred to you
what the ideal fraternity stands

for? The very word connotes

brotherhood, friendship, and

personal devotion. Historically,

fraternities were begun by men
interested in these high ideals ODinic
who hoped they could grow in

tn js
-

them through their close which our fraternities have _

association. Of course, it wasn't First Sewanee makes a proud
an isolated idea, and nowadays daim about the closeness of jts
we have dozens and dozens of sma u student bodv
national fraternal organizations AdmittedlVi we are friendlier to
founded on this same principle each other than the strangers

back home at State U, but are

we really as close a student body
as we make it sound? Second,
the fact that fraternities have a

significant part i

seems to be the antithesis

Now you know how prone we
students are to talk about things

serious with our close friends

into the wee hours. So is it any
wonder that organizations

interested in close persoanl

associations and the fostering of

high ideals should prosper on
college campuses in the early

part of this century?

No this the ideal

Gailor the way people group in to add alittle material incentive,

OG meetings, the way people although that's not the cause of

vote in student elections, etc. my argument: I bet the

Freshmen before rush time are improved image of Sewanee's

the only people who really seem fraternity system as a whole

to avoid this hardening of would attract more freshmen,

associations along frat lines, and reverse this trend which is

Now here's my own personal dangerous to our survival.

What can we do to change?
opinion. I think it's tragic that First we can make a serious

this is one of the influences

effort to start an interfraterr.ity

group .that is committted to

cooperation, not parliamentary

competition. It should be a

grass-roots based thing, not

necessarily composed of every

fraternity president and rush

chairman. This group could on a

regular basis discuss similar

problems and learn from other

chapters' experiences. Perhaps

we could get non-partisan

representatives from the

national interfraternity

con ference to assist us.

Secondly, we can come up with

things that can help us change

our ordinary framework of

thinking. The IFC dance this

what they ideally stand for.

Many independent men, the

very ones we wanted in rush,

will tell you that, too.

Now I am a committed

fraternity man, because I

i in the enormous amount
fraternity, tSe one we read Q f good the institution has done last party

about in our pledge books

complete with pictures of old ,

men in moustaches. You and I

both know that nothing ever

really achieves the ideal

purposes for which it was

started; not if the ideals are

particularly high, that is. But

that's not the point of my
article, for that's something that

every local group has to

continuously work out for

itself, accoring to its own values.

But, here is something for us

all to work on. Have you ever

noticed how devisive an

influence Sewanee's fraternity

system is to our everyday social

structure? I'll show you half the

male student body —
independents — who've noticed

it. I'm not talking about
...... , . I u - describing. I challenge them
distinctions between long-hairs ^ T

&
„u „n_„„ 4.u:-i-i-.,

and short-hairs, geese and

for me, personally. There are

committed men in every

fraternity for the same reason.

What we have to realize is that

we're all after the same thing, if

perhaps in different ways. We
are different types of people

sometimes, but variety makes

life and people interesting, so

they say. And we are

supposedly clinging to the same

distant goals, and we have many
of the same problems.

What we need then, is a new
sense of identity. We are

members of our particulars

chapter, certainly, and I am not

advocating that we abandon the

closeness we experience there.

Yet we are a part of a larger

movement. Now I confess that

my chapter is one of the prime

culprits of what I've been

ekend is this sort of

thing. Surprise, surprise! That

Lambda Chi dancing next to

you wasn't all that disagreeable.

And when was the last time you

rubbed elbows (to put it mildly)

with a Sigma Nu? We could have

i weekly happy hours at different

houses on a rotating basis to

which everyone was invited.

When was the last time you were

in some of the fraternity

houses? We could have a Greek

week, with ridiculous fun and

games — and beer — for

everyone's enjoyment. Change

your set ways and take a Delt to

lunch! The list is endless. These

are just some of my personal

suggestions. You've got to come

up with your own to make this

effective,

rowdies, or anything like that.

I'm talking about similar types

of people who hardly ever get

together because they are in

different frats. I'm talking

about the way people sit in

One last thing: This article is

not meant to focus on any

fraternities as being better or

worse than the others. We're all

horizons, accept part of this problem and we can

and all be part of the solution. Also,

I would like to think that

independents could be part of

this reaching out process, too.

That's the whole purpose of my
writing this, to help mend some

of the unfortunate divisions

which exist in our midst.

and I challenge thinking

members of other chapters, to

broaden our

our diff.

acknowledge our similarities; If

we get together we can

accomplish marvelous things,

and we can feel better, too. And

g>&reAKfflRngrc»

The Graffiti
by Kitter Bain constructive candid criticism

an essential ingredient in the

An art magazine consisting maturation of one's talents. For

of student contributions, both those of us who are blessed with

verbal and visual, has until this a bashful nature, there are other

year been an integral part of the means available of exposing and

well rounded liberal arts evaluating our works. Poems
offerings of the University. A can be sent to Sopherim via tb

group begun in the 1930's called spo of Lynne Vogel or brought

Sopherim served this need until to meetings and be read by

last year when it formed a rather friend who can be asked not to

unfortunate union with the reveal the identity of tl

Mountain Goat; a dubious author. All that is hoped for

venture from the start as the that you bring your dreams

Goat prided itself on its either of the sleeping or daytime

National Lampoon flavoring variety and share them and

while Sopherim dealt more in perhaps they will grow ir

the refined realm of aesthetics variety, eloquence and impact

such as poetry, short stories and The shortage of creative

currently photographs, prints, contributions is coupled with a

and drawings. As might have scarcity of funds. Those funds

been predicted it was an previously allocated to

unsuccessful fiasco and the two Sopherim were simply
are now defunct. discontinued and according to

As collapse so often current policy those individuals

engendres a new rise to interested in continuing tb

unprecedented heights, the tradition of sharing thei

death of Sopherim, rather than creativity are denied all means

an event to be mourned, might of securing the necessary cash

instead be indicative of a vital for such an enterprise. It has

rebirth. Its initial establishment been decreed that soliciting

precluded its function as a money from professors,

literary fraternity; its trustees, members of the

atmosphere being that of a very community, or the publications

exclusive affair. According to board shall not be allowed

popular mythology surrounding Supportive University reasoning

the early Sopherim, the group has it that coins already

met in dark closets in the collected in the expense

secluded St. Luke's attic, arousing interests of the college

praising themselves and burning have been channelled into their

the efforts of others. As such it respective slots and that further

came to be regarded as a select inquiries designed to decrease

sampling of aloof intellectuals solvency are insulting to those

far too wise for association with who have shown generosity in

the more calloused creativity of other respects. Thus

the common man. It was in this deciding factor of the fate of

dark room that the torch was Sopherim is entrusted to the

snuffed and justifiably so. philanthropist student and h

The present group that goes purse strings. Hopefully the

by the name of Sopherim is students will reveal an interest

small and struggling both for in the publication of these

interested individuals and works that the committee in

money. The stark attic charge of allocating funds did

atmosphere has given way to not

more congenial gatherings in a

warm, comfortable, pleasantly

lit apartment in the rear of the

Lemon Fair. Anyone is

welcome; a dog resides th<

and evei

accepted

for anetaryPledges
contributio
continuation of Sopherim will

be taken in the SPO beginning in

February. These funds will be

canines are readily collected in March and the

the revised sharing magazine will appear shortly

circles. The format of the thereafter, free of additional

meetings are free flowing; charge. Please show
somewhat of a stimulation support of the success of

session for the photographer, subsequent Sopherims both by

printer or poet. Among your presence at future meet]

comrades there is a sharing of and with your pennies.

Placement News
The Strong Vocational Representatives from the

Interest Blank is available to United States Navy will be on
sophomores during the month campus February 18 through
of February The blank may be February 20. They will be
picked up from Dr. Charles available for conferences in the

Peyser in the psychology Student Post Office.

department.

Register for Free Beer being given away every

hour every evening starting at 6:00

Free pitcher given away at 9:00 each Friday night

Tiger Bay
Dark beer now available

HAPPY HOUR-4:00 to 6:00
Friday and Tuesday before Wednesday

Study Days
LADIES NIGHT Monday 4:00 to 11:00

Burroughs Corporation will

have a representative on campus

Thursday, February 20, from

9:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M. They

are particularly interested in

economics, mathematics, and

physics majors. Make an

appointment in tl

Office.

Placement

Th American School o

national Management wil

recruiting on campu
sday, February 20.

COWAN CAFE
HOME-COOKED MEALS

932-7451
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Letters To The Editor
A LETTER

FROM THE EDITOR

Letters to the Editor are one

of the most vital and important

parts of any newspaper. They

create controversy and

stimulate thought in various

areas of interest. However,

when the letters are dominated

by a single issue they become

redundant and ineffective*

The current issues controlling'

the editorial pages of the

PURPLE, this semester as well

as last, are the BOOK OF
COMMON PRAYER vs. Trial

Services and the internal

problems of the Chapel Council.

The same people in each issue

discuss over and over again the

different views on this

controversy. The result is a

static exchange which offers no

solution but only an endless

dialogue.

The Editor will continue to

publish any and all signed

Letters to the Editor. However,

in this' particular controversy

perhaps it would be more
effective to find some other

more fitting medium for which

to air these theological

question. The SEWANEE
PURPLE is a newspaper for the

whole campus and should not

be dominated by a single group

or issue.

Cynthia Smith
Editor-in-Chief

SEWANEE PURPLE

isumerous people have been
interested in devising some sort

of memorial for John Flynn,
and several types of memorial
have been suggested; However, a

trust fund has been established

in Mobile to provide an

educational fund for ' John
Flynn III. Anyone interested in

contributing to the John B.

Flynn Mr. Memorial Trust may
contact.

The Trust Department
First National Bank
31 North Royal
Mobile, Alabama 36602

Anyone wishing to make a

donation please send it to the

John B. Flynn Jr. Memorial
Trust in Mobile. Any one
desiring further information

may contact Mr. John Allin in

the admissions office.

Dear Editor:

In Mr. Ramsey's letter of

December 12, I find a point of

view which indicates a

misapprehension of the nature

of liturgy and canon law in a

spiritual community, and of the

nature of that community itself.

I would like to respond to the

letter with a few observations

about those concerns.

The center of the letter's

philosophical position is

contained in Ms. Vanek's
grammatical error in the

preceding letter, "as a Christian,

we..." We are not a Christian, we
are many Christians, but Mr.

Ramsey's adherence to the

contrary position is couched in

shocking ego-centric terms:

In my estimation,when one
person's (sic) shows protest

against tradition, interferes with

another's worship, then perhaps

the former should not be in

church in the first place.

Mr. Ramsey may have

Around The Corner
byS&/orM

Putting the PURPLE "to
bed" so to speak is far from an
easy job. In Fact, at times it

boarders on the verge of

insanity. There is, of course, the

occasional flood, the periodic

black -eye, and the inspiration to

create a new month. Yet, we at

the PURPLE are by no means
selfish. We want to share our fun

and frivolity with everyone.

In our first issue a classified

ad from was meticulously
drawn up in an effort to involve

students in this fashion. Sadly,
there was not one response to
our offer. No one wanted to get
a ride to L.A. for the weekend,
sell their A+ Organic notebook,
or rid themselves of a

roommate. Think of the endless

possibilities and all free of
charge.

"Bitch of the Week" was
another attempt to involve

Sewanee students in our
madness. Again, most of them
are written by the staff in the
wee hours of the morning.
Nothing would be more
rewarding than to receive an
initialed "Bitch" through the

SPO from a non-staff member.
We have made a constant

plea for new writers,

editorialists, and columnists.

Naturally, not everyone is

talented along these lines, but
there is no reason not to give it a

try. Don't you people
understand, YOU GET PAID!
Furthermore, if you don't want
to write at least don't run for

your life if a "Man on the

Street" interviewer approaches

you. There is nothing more
disconcerting than to empty the

entire Union with a single tape

recorder.

As in most ventures there is

always an easy way and a hard

one. We could run endless

boring press releases about the

number of acres on the domain
or the uniqueness of the Order

of Gownsmen. Yet, we choose,

to try, at least, to interject a

little of the Sewanee personality

into each issue. We want to draw
from the different areas and
grups that make up this

University and as much as

possible put them in print.

Here's your chance
matriculating student to gain

fame and fortune. Believe it or

not you might even enjoy it. In

the midst of the "sanity" of

tests and papers, you might find

some small comfort in the

"insanity" of getting involved

with the PURPLE.

forgotten the words of the

Presiding Bishop, whom he

defends in his second paragraph

from the Chaplain's "scathing

chastisement," in Rev. Allin's

address at his investiture, "bring

us together." This does not

mean arbitrary exclusion from a

service of worship, least of all by
some petty distinction of

kneeling or standing.

Tradition as Mr. Ramsey sees

it is indeed a "nasty word," for

it denies the flux and constant

dialectic which is characteristic

of all spiritual awareness. The
forms of worship in the

Episcopal Church are changing,

not because the Chaplain or

even a handful of us wants this,

but because a sufficient

number's apprehension of the

realities behind those forms is

changing, rendering the old

forms less serviceable to point

to those realities.

To be more concrete, we no
longer speak King James'

English, and the chosen few

study Shakespeare; so the

liturgy changes in order to

accommodate not only our new
speech, but also, hopefully, the

new theological awareness

accumulated over the past three

hundred and fifty years.

Along with our tardy

observation that women do
have souls, comes the question,

why do we not have priestesses?

A new word, but it is one that

we may well use with

increasing frequency. As
Margaret Mead expounded,
women are no longer constantly

pregnant with offspring; they

are pregnant with witness and
participation, and to deny them
a part in any segment of our

community is to fall short of

our fulfillment as a species of

spiritual beings. This is crucially

true in the realm of the Church.

Finally, "the amount of ill

will which leaves that Chapel
every Sunday morning is ample
evidence" not that the Chaplain

is failing miserably, but that we
are failing, most miserably, to

deal with the differences that

arise in our life together. These
differences are natural, they are

healthy, and they are a

(Cont. on page 7)

Editorial
(Cont. from page 4)

Economics major and our
Chemistry major to their

respective problems. As for

me — Calculuc. Why
Calculus? Because! And
three cheers for required

courses.

D. A. Plagued

By Apathy
As the second semester

begins to move into high

gear the usual hassel of
elections for the Delegate

Assembly is just one of the

many chores which must be
carried out.

The defeat of an
amendment by apathy last

fall to change the elections

to an annual rather than a

semester procedure greatly

hindered the work of this

legislative body. We are

presently entering our fifth

week of classes since

returning from Christmas

vacation. With some fifteen

weeks of classes scheduled

for the semester and four of

them already completed it

does not take a genius to see

the problem facing the

organization.

The problem of apathy,

however, has not been
limited to the amendment
of last fall. Of the 50 seats

which are open to

candidates, 33 of them have

been filled by studnets who
had no opposition. Thirteen

of the positions required an

election and there remain
four of them totally vacant.

I would be the last one to

call for the termination of

this organization, but it is

difficult to have a legislative

body without legislators.

The Delegate Assembly is

only as effective as its active

members, and those seem to

be rather scarce.

Part of the reason for the

apathy, however, does not

lie completely within the

student body. Some of the

recent actions of the DA
have been met by
opposition from the

University Administration.

A year ago in an effort to

improve the living

conditions within the

dorms the D.A. submitted a

request for the installation

of chanee machines in some

of the laundry facilities

around campus. The one
stipulation from the
administration was that
security conditions would
have to be investigated.

Thus far the machines have
yet to be installed and the

Delegate Assembly has not
received a negative response

concerning security
conditions.

This lack of concern to

DA actions was again seen

when Dean Charles
Binnicker singlehandedly

vetoed the resolution to

extend dorm hours on
Tuesday nights before

Wednesday study days.

Binnicker felt that this

action would promote
partying on Tuesday nights

thereby negating the

purpose of the study day.

It is no wonder that

students should lack

interest in the DA if the

University Administration

shows the apathy which has

been exhibited in the past.

Most of the resolutions

presented for consideration

to the "powers that be" are

relatively minor but they

require action, whether

positive or negative.

It is important to the DA
that if at least be shown
some respect and have the

knowledge that its

complaints and requests are

being given fair

consideration. Otherwise,

one can expect to continue

to see the apathy of the

students which only

matches that of the

University Administration

concerning the DA's

efforts.

Brad Berg

St. Luke's Book Store

Card Sale: 5 cents each

FOR YOUR HARDWARE
AND HOUSEHOLD NEEDS?

CHECK

B&G
Supply Store

Mountain Restaurant

John and Betty Ladd—Owners
"Home-cooked Meals"

The Lemon Fair
-EPISCOPAL CHURCH SEAL
-UNIVERSITY SEAL
-SEWANEE TIGER

IN NEEDLEPOINT
Needlepoint Class Taught by

Mrs. Fort ask for information

TUESDAY THRU SATURDAY
12:00 to 5:00 598-0334^
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Letters To The Editor

(Cont. from page 6)

manifestation of a fundamental

truth about ourselves.

Alexander Pope said,

Better for Us, perhaps, it

might appear,/ Were there all

Harmony, all Virtue here;/ That

never Air or Ocean felt the

wind;/ That never Passion

discompos'd the mind:/ But all

subsists by Elemental strife;/

And Passions are the Elements

of Life.

There is no cause for the

bitterness in Mr. Ramsey's

letter; it is a bitterness against

life itself. The truth is to be had

in submission to one another,

and in tolerant planning

together of the course of our

institutions.

Thank you,

Edward C. Brewer, III

Dear Editor:

In the last two editions of
"The Purple" several "Letters

to the Editor" were printed

concerning recent happenings at

All Saints' Chapel and
criticizing the Chaplains of the

University. I was deeply

destressed by these letters and
by some of the many
accusations launched against

the conduct of the Chaplains

and I feel the necessity to reply

tos ifthe

First, I would like to reply to

a statement made by Mr. David
Mason. Mr. Mason pointed out,

as I understood him to say, that

one of his reasons for attending
Chapel services was to find

peace and quiet. I can
sympathize very deeply with
Mr. Mason. In this time of
turmoil and confusion I can
think of no better place to find

peace than in God's House, but I

also feel that there is no better

place than God's House to call

for people to take stands on
what they really believe in

concerning local, state, federal,

and world issues whether they
be pleasant or unpleasant. This
most definitely should include
issues within the church itself. I

personally really do not know
whether I agree with the way
the Chaplains handled the issue

of the Rev. Carter Hayward
having been scheduled to preach
and then barred by the Presiding
Bishop, but I would like to

point out that we ought to
thank God, (whether the
Chaplains were right or not),
that these people had the
courage to stand up for what
they felt was right. I know that
many a person in a similar

circumstance would have let the
situation pass in order "to avoid
controversy" and possible
scrutiny. The world is not an
ongoing peaceful sphere and I

feel that if the church services
were conducted as if the Church
itself had no problems all of
those participating would be at

grave faults for not facing the
true realities that exist in our
daily lives.

Miss Helen Vanek and Mr.
Will Ramsey, Jr. stated in their
own individual letters in the
December 12th issue of "The
Purple" the fact that the Chapel
Council did not meet at all first

semester. I served on the

Council during the academic
year of 1973—74, as did Miss

Vanek, and only once during

the entire year was I approached

by a non-coundil member as to

any type of grievance. We had a

very difficult time getting

everyone together for the

meetings with the main problem

being that of coordinating

schedules of students from the

seminary, students from the

college, students from the

academy, and those from the

faculty. T he main thing that

bothers me in relation to this

complaint ties in with Miss

Vanek's quoting the Chaplain

from when she consulted him
about the possibility of having a

meeting as telling Miss Vanek,

"Don't bother me!" Not only

was this an incorrect quotation,

but I can hardly conceive of the

Chaplain saying such a thing,

and if something like that were

ever said I am sure there would
be just cause. I have often seen

the Chaplain's daily calendar

; and there has hardly been a day

, when he has more than one-half

of an hour free from teaching,

seeing students, or seeing

faculty and staff of the

University. I have often stopped

by to see the Chaplain for a

minute and more than not been

told by his secretary that he is in

a meeting or seeing a student. I

think that it is often overlooked

as to exactly how much is

involved in being The Chaplain

of the University. The person in

this position has so many
functions that the average lay

person is unaware of and only

after a close look at the

Chaplain's daily life does one
become only partially aware of

all that he has to do. After

discovering this for myself I am
amazed that Fr. Kiblinger has

time to see students at all and
yet I personally am aware of his

talking with students from as

early as 8:00 a.m. to as late as

1:30 a.m.

Mr. Ramsey and Miss Vanek
also called for more usage of the

rite from THE BOOK OF
COMMON PRAYER. The
authors of these letters stated

how this particular service had
been used only three times at

the 11:00 service all semester

(Miss Vanek said it was used

only once) as of the writing of

their letters, but they both
failed to mention that the

"Prayer Book rite" was used

every Sunday at the 8:00 service

and every Wednesday at the

12:10 service. True, the BOOK
OF COMMON PRAYER might
be used at the. 11:15 service

more frequently, but there are

also a good many people who
like the Trial Services

(Authorized Services). My main
concern here is that the authors

made it look as if the "Prayer

Book" service was hardly being

used, which is hardly the case,

and thus creating for those who
do not attend chapel and for all

of the readers of "The Purple",

especially the alumni and
parents, what I feel to be a very

distorted view. Once again in

this controversy the tactic of

using incomplete information
has been employed. Mr. Ramsey

made another interesting point

concerning kneeling versus

standing during different

prayers in the Eucharistic

services. Here Mr. Ramsey needs

to be reminded that earlier in his

letter he called for "equal time"
for the use of the "Prayer Book
rite" because this was the

service in which, as I understood

him, he can get the most from
and is the most meaningful to

him. This being the case, I think

Mr. Ramsey should take the

same view towards those who
wish to stand, especially if they

can. get more out of the service

inthis manner.Afterall,it is very

correct Hturgically. I must point

out that I personally become
annoyed with persons standing

in front of me when I am
kneeling, so I can sympathize,

but I would like Mr. Ramsey to

realize that All Saints' Chapel is

the UNIVERSITY CHAPEL,
not just the college chapel. By
saying to those who want to

stand, "you are not welcome",

it seems to me that we would be

in complete contradiction to

the Christian theology of love,

understanding, and unity of all

men through the love of God.

Also, I would like for everyone

to know, especially Mr.

Ramsey, that the Chapel

Council discussed this specific

issue at length last year, with the

hope of finding a solution that

would be comfortable for all

and we were completely

unsuccessful. Therefore, Mr.

Ramsey, we on the Council are

well aware of this problem, but

we don't agree with your

solution.

In conclusion, I have asked

the Chaplain to call a meeting as

soon as possible with the

Chaplaincy staff for those who
have expressed their grievances

and for those who have

grievances and have not

expressed them, and also for

those who whant to know just

exactly what is going on, so that

the grievances may be resolved

as seen in the best interest for all

those concerned and so that all

questions may be answered.

Then, hopefully, all of us of the

University and community may
unite in worship and move on to

work for peace and fellowship

among all men.

Sincerely,

PaulB.Seifert

Member of the Chapel Council

Dear Editor:

I had intended not to write

anything further regarding the

situation in All Saints' Chapel

after my letter of last

December. I had stated my
views (in a rather outspoken

manner, I now admit) and I had

decided to hush up, come what
may.

However, the letters from
Marian McClure and Paul Seifert

contained some inaccuracies

and half-truths of their own, to

which I feel compelled to reply

briefly in my own defense,

I found Paul Seifert's letter

to be moderate and rational

both in tone and intent

(something I can say was lacking

in my first letter). However, at

one point, he seems to have

missed MY point completely.

Perhaps it wasn't clear in my
letter, but the issue, as far as

trial liturgy usage vs. Prayer

Book went, was confined to the

11:15 Sunday service only. Mr.

Seifert mentioned that B.C.P.

was always used Wednesdays at

noon and Sundays at 8 a.m.

What he failed to point out was
that the daily services on
Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays,

and Fridays, are exclusively trial

liturgies. When this 2:1 ratio is

added to the figures for the

11:15 services for last semester

(the corrected figures for this

service are Rite 1—4, Rite II—9,
and BCP—2, or a ratio of trial

services to BCP of 6.5:1), the

inequitability of the
arrangement as it existed last

semester becomes painfully

evident. To use Seifert's own
words, "Once again in this

controversy the tactic of using

incomplete information has

been employed." I submit that

while it may not have been clear

that I was referring specifically

to the 11:15 Sunday service

when I gave last semester's tally,

my information in that respect

was in no way incomplete. I

cannot say the same thing about

Mr. Seifert's letter, however.

Last semester the Prayer Book
simply was not given equal time

with the two trial rites, a fact

that all the mincing of words in

the world will not change.

I found Marian McClure's

letter, on the other hand, to be

an emotional rather than

rational expression of her

feelings. I would take issue with

her statement referring to "this

very small group. ..who
consistently concern themselves

far more with how something is

done than with what it means."
To begin with, I challenge Miss

McClure to substantiate her

statement as to the size of the

"group." I believe that if. she

were to open her eyes and look

around, she might find that the

"group" is anything but "very

small."

As a Presbyterian, peVhaps
Miss McClure is not aware of the

importance of rubrics and
canons. They are written for a

purpose, obviously, and their

violation can in some cases

affect the validity of the

Sacrament itself (though not, I

think, in the canonical/rubrical

violation that occurred on
November 24).

"The way in which
something is done" is very

important to its meaning;
indeed, it is essential ! To submit
otherwise indicates a failure to

grasp totally the significance of

the Mass.

Later in her letter she again
refers to the "group" as "small

and isolated (of their own
volution [sic]..." Again, 1

suggest that Miss McClure is not

aware of just how far from small

(Cont. on page 16)

Campus Calendar
Thursday

February 13

Saturday

5:00 p.m.-University Choir

Blackmail Auditorium

8:00 p.m.-"Le Misanthrope"

(Moliere) Jovie

Blackmail Auditorium

8:15 p.m.-"Arqusis on a Magical Ground"

Elizabeth Sewell Lecture

Bishop's Common Lounge

7:30 p. in. -Basketball

Sewanee vs. Bryan

February 15 . . . .

Sunday

February 16

Monday

9 p.m.-l a.m.-Gamma Sigma Chapter

of Phi Gamma Delta 50's Party

Women's Social Club party

Bishop's Common

Basketball-Sewanee at Maryville

8:00 p.m.-'Theatre in France"

Lecture by Dr. David Landon

French House

. . . 4:30 & 7:00 p.m.-Experimental Film Club

Tuesday

I.F.Stone's Weekly

U.S. NavyRecrutinginSPO

Wednesday

February 19

5:00 p.m.-University Choir

Blapkman Auditorium

8:00 p.m.-Samuel Marshall Beartie Lectures

Grosvenor Lounge

Basketball-Sevuanee at Covenant College

7:00 p.m.-University Choir

Blackman Auditorium

8:00 p.m.-Samuel Marshall Beattie Lecture

Grosvenor Lounge

1:00 p.m. -Public Lecture by Dr. Henry Friebourg

Cravens Auditorium; Sewanee Academy

8:15 p.m.-Cinema Guild

"Nazarin", Bunuel

Blackman Auditorium „
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Gallery Schedule

Includes Photos

"Three Sisters

Actors' Performances

Capture Audience
by Doak J. Wolfe

All too often, today's college

student never finds a chance to

see good, professional theatre.

University drama departments

frequently consist of
"conscience oriented"
emotional roles in an idealistic

effort to bring "true light" to

the audience. Theatre, however,

is foremost an art form, and
needs to be dealt with as such.

When art and emotion are

smoothly combined, only then

is success achieved.

On Wednesday evening,

February 5, on the Guerry
Auditorium stage, success was
resoundingly achieved. Any
student who missed the superb

performance of Anton
Chekhov's "Three Sisters" has

deprived himself of an integral

part of a liberal arts education.

The New York City Center

Acting Company demonstrated

how young, enthusiastic people

can harmonize their talents on
stage to produce a great

performance of a difficult,

all-too-often tedious play. The
length and "slow boil" of

Chekhov's plays impose

awesome demands on
characters, and in many
instances, his works are dry and
tasteless in performance, leaving

audiences deprived of the i

Chekhov himself desired

control yet liveliness and
movement for this play; he even

thought he had written a farce

until he saw it produced! The
City Center production was
never farcical, but neither was it

ever dead. Every part of the play

was beautifully and
thoughtfully executed: the sets,

the costumes, the lighting,

everything was done well and in

good taste. But more important

than this, the characters were
complete. Not once was
character broken and the

motivation and emotion were

unquestionably convincing. The
secret of this success would

•••••••••
The Observatory will be

open to the public on the

following Wednesday evenings

from 7-10 pm.: Feb.5, Feb. 19;

March5; and March 12.

Telescopic observations of

Venus, Jupiter, Saturn, the

Pleiades, the Andiomenda
Nebula, the Orion Nebula,

Praesepe, and other celestral

objects are planned.

Francis X. Hart

Director, The Observatory

•••••••••

seem to be found backstage,

where a few of our own students

noticed with surprise the

remarkable lack of hostility and

personal emotion between the

actors and actresses. In

painfully many cases, characters

can never be fully developed

because the actors cannot

surmount their own feelings

toward other actors, and the

play becomes thin and

unconvincing. Such an inner

rapport as was found between

the members of both crew and

cast is astonishingly rare and

encouraging, and was
undoubtedly the key agent in

the overwhelming performance.

Without this factor, theatre as

art will be like the beautiful,

unreachable Moscow, and

audiences will troop away to

another location.

If this was your first

experience of Chekhov, you

have been well introduced and.

unfortunately, spoiled; for

unless you travel far, other

productions of the Russian

master's plays may be

somewhat disappointing. City

Center, bravo. Nothing else can

be said.

The Gallery of Fine Arts and
Museum Chambers Exhibits

have announced their schedules

for the spring semester. The
Gallery is open to the Public

from 10:00 a.m. — 12:00 noon
and from 2:00 to 4:00 p.m. on
weekdays as scheduled. The
Museum Chambers are open to

the public from 2:00—4 :00"

p.m. on weekdays as scheduled.

The Gallery is also open one half

hour before each cultural event

in Guerry Hall Auditorium and
through the first intermission of

threatrical and musical
presentations.

The schedule is as follows:

February 24 (Monday) — March
14 (Friday). Gallery. THE
POLITICAL CARTOONS OF
SCRAWLS. Palm Beach
Post-Times. THE
PHOTOGRAPHY OF
TENNESSEE SENATOR, THE
HONORABLE HOWARD
BAKER. (tentative)
PHOTOJOURNALISM
(tentative)

April 16 (Wednesday), 10 am-5
pm. Ferdinand Roten Galleries

Inc., Baltimore, Maryland. One
Day Sale of Prints by Old
Masters and Recent Artists, in

the Fallery. 20 per cent of all

sales, purchases prints for the

Gallery.

April 8 — 27. Museum
Chambers. WATERCOLOR
PAINTINGS BY WARREN
JACOBSON, M.F.A. Pratt Art

Institute, N.Y.C. 1961 Alumnus
of The University of the South

(Fine Arts Major).

May 5 (Monday) — May 25

(Sunday). Gallery. Senior Fine

Arts Majors of The University of

the South: KITLER BAIN,
MIMI COSTLEY, WILLY
DODDS, GARY HARRIS,
VIRGINIA HOOVER
McLAURIN, JAMES
NORTON, CHARLES SOLIE,
LEE STAPLETON, MELISSA
WEATHERLY. Museum:
Children's Art.

Screen Scene
by Tom L.McGhee

The movie "Doctor
Zhivago" may be highly

recommended to two types of

people: 1) only the most
incurable romanticist, or 2) a

masochist who enjoys sitting in

Record Review
Bob Dylan
BLOODON THE TRACK
(Columbia)

by David Jefferson

All nations have heros and

legends but America has had

more than its share, and Dylan is

one of them. Bob Dylan is back.

Not as a Robert Zimmerman
but Bob Dylan: troubadour,

poet, and voice of sixties. The
man has typified the music of

protest. Dylan has been around

a long time but even so, I can

remember a time when I, like

many others, did not know
Dylan from symylan.

I dare say that now
practically everyone knows Bob
Dylan, even if they do not know
his music. It is a pity to know of

an artist but not his music. Once

again Dylan is giving us a chance

to hear his music and poetry.

Some people are musicians,

some poets. Dylan is that rare

breed of both. BLLOD ON THE
TRACKS is a return to the old

Dylan; the Dylan that sang of a

tamborine man and a hard rain

that is going to fall. I would not

be surprised if a person who first

heard Dylan said that he

sounded like he was singing

through his noe off-key with a

somewhat ridiculous accent. As

a matter of fact that is what I

thought. Dylan has something

that no one else has. I really

could noat tell you what it is,

but it is there and BLOOD ON
THE TRACKS is filled with it.

It is very difficult to review

Dylan and to make statements

about his music. To comment
on most music today is

relatively easy. But Dylan is

different. His music is simply an

accompaniment to his poetry. It

is the words that are Dylan and

they are so filled with meaning

and insight that at times they

are staggering, but soemtimes

they are smooth and flowing —
"Just Like a Woman."
BLOOD ON THE TRACKS

is a collection of ballads about

people and the mistakes that are

so easy to make because of a

"Simple Twist of Fate."

As I sit here listening to this

album, I am simply amazed at

how fine an album this is and am
at a loss as to what exactly I

should write to do justice to the

artist and convince people they

(Com. on page 9)

the Sewanee Theater for 3 hours

and 17 minutes.

This story of love set in

Russia during the Revolution of

1917 was adapted from Boris

Pasternak's long poem.
Although this was a notable

achievement, it does not save

the movie from long periods of

agonizing boredom. One may
lightly applaud David Lean for

his direction and a few redeming

scenes, but it somehow lacks the

cohesiveness of his earlier move
"The Bridge Over the River

Kwai".

Omar Sharif plays the title

role of Doctor Zhivago, a kind,

meek, doctor-poet, who takes

the beautiful Lara (Julie

Christie) as his mistress. Most of

the movie is about their

relationship and Zhivago's

relationship with his wife Lenya

(Geraldine Chaplin in her debut

role). An entervening street riot

and massacre and the forced

servitude of Zhivago to a Red

partisan group adds some

excitement. Experienced actors

Alex Guiness and Rod Stieger

add needed support to the

Two of the best features of

the movie are the photography

and music. Maurice Jaffe has

composed a very forceful an

moving score (most notable

"Lara's Theme). Perhaps the

biggest plus of the movie is Fred

A. Young's photography. His

filming of the cold Russian

(Cont. on page 9)

BANK OF

SEWANEE

"Your Progressive

Bank"

University

Market
THIS IS YOUR STORE-

OWNED AND OPERATED BY

THE UNIVERSITY

5% Off All Beer

SPECIAL ON PEPSI AND 7 UP

CANADA DRY BITTER LEMON
AND TONIC-

2 for $.39

i
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Union Theater

Academic Films Planned
by Alex Wilson

>cial club for University

has been organized this

semester. The club was created

by several girls who recognized

that something needed to be
provided socially for the

females at Sewanee.
Until recently the women's

social life revolved completely

around males and their

fraternities or groups in the

dormitories. The members of

this club plan to have activities

including parties, shopping
trips, and fund-raising projects.

Sewanee
Cinema

by David Gardner

Robert Altman's best movie
since M*A*S*H* brings Elliot

Gould and George Segal

together as a pair of

happy-go-lucky buddies who
have an extreme case of

gambling fever in "California

Split."

Segal is a reasonably

successful, yet bored
businessman who does not give

a damn about business. Gould is

less than successful and does not
care about anything. The two
have a common love for

gambling and meet each other at

a run-down poker hall, hit it off,

and begin drinking together.

As a kind of Newman-
Redford relationship with

Gould being his usual cutesy

self, they frequent the black

jack tables and race tracks until

they lose a bundle. After passing

some time with a couple of

weird Sacremento postitutes,

they decide to pool their

resources, get the hell out of

Dodge , and go to "Vegas" to

make a final big killing.

All trust is put into Segal's

poker ability and luck when he
sits down with Amarallo Slim
and a host of others at a

high-class poker game. The
predictable phenomenal
winning streak results and the

movie ends with Gould jumping
around in an elevator and Segal

staring down at the mountain of

money in front of him.

The main objective of the group

is to bring the girls at Sewanee
together, outside the dorm and

the classroom.

The need for such an

organization has been realized

fur some time, and the response

has been tremendous. At this

time more than fifty girls have

become members. A council of

six members was elected: Anna
Daughtry, Lee Hooper, Maibeth

Porter, Letty Price, Jennifer

Snider, and Alex Wilson. The
purpose of this council is to

oversee the plans for activities

suggested by the members.

A party has been planned for

next Tuesday night, February

25, for all members and their

dates. It will be held at

Shenanigan's, $2.00 without

and $3.00 with a date. Only
members are invited, but all girls

interested in joining are asked to

attend Monday's meeting at

6:30* P.M. in the Bishop's

Common, or to contact one of

the council members through

the SPO.

by Walter Cochran

In attempt to reverse the

declining standard of" film

selection during the last few

semesters the student union is

starting a new project geared

towards providing a more
student oriented program. The
new attitude as expressed by
Tom Gibson, assistant director

of the Bishop's Common, is an

attempt to intersperse films

with literary or historical

purpose with the more standard

productions.

The increasing academic

orientation is an attempt to

make the Union theatre more of

a student service. As Tom
Gibson stated,"the theatre is no

longer showing films of public

theatre standard but trying to

be more responsive to

academics." Gibson believes the

intellectual and technical taste

of film goers are satisfied by the

experimental film club. The

theatre, according to Gibson

however, until this semester was

neglecting those students not

interested in films in depth but

who appreciate meaningful

material.

Films schedule for the

coming weeks are of both the

popular and literary form.

Grom the poll taken by the

Bishop's Common, "Gone With

the Wind" was the most
requested and will be shown
between Ap ril 30 and May 3.

Following "Gone With the

Wind" in popularity were

"Fantasia" (unobtainable),

"The Exorcist" (unobtainable).

"Dr. Zhivago" (Feb. 16—18)
and "The Longest Yard" which
has just finished a run breaking
all records at the box office.

Gibson has also scheduled
several matinee shows for the

children of the community. On
every other Saturday afternoon
at one o'clock a children's film

will be shown at regular prices.

The first of this four part series,

"Around the World in Eighty
Days", will be shown on
February 15.

Although the union is less

interested in making a profit

than in showing high quality

films rising costs have forced a

hike in admissions prices. The
student adult price is now
$1.25. Along with the new price

there have been improvements.
There is a new screen and the

sound system has been
renovated. In order to save the

students some money the Union
is providing a boolket of ten

tickets for $10.00 (which
maybe charged on the
University Credit card).

SCF Organizes Meeting Times
by Claudia McGowan

"Okay, everybody, let's sing

Psalm 100."

"What page is it on?"
"Doesn't matter, they're not

the right words. Just sing."

If you hear a joyful noise

issuing from Guerry 216 on a

Wednesday evening, it's the

Record
Review

(Cant, from page 8)

should get this album and sit

down and listen to it.

The love songs seem so
personal and real as if Dylan is

singing about something in his

own life in "You're Going To
Make Me Lonesome When You
Go" or "Shelter From the

Storm."

Not a word was spoke
between us

There was little rish involved,

Everything up to that point
was left unresolved,

Try imagining a place where
its always safe and warm,
Come in she said, I'll give

you shelter from the storm.

Sewanee Christian Fellowship,

which meets each week at 9:00.
This group offers a chance for

people to get to know and love

each other better through
Christ's love.

Each meeting opens in song,
followed by a sharing time, a

short prayer time, and a

discussion based on the Bible.

People break into small groups
for the discussion so each
person gets a chance to speak.

Other activities of the group
include camp-outs, helping the

Thanksgiving Community Pool,

and going to hear a Christian

speaker at Vanderbilt. The
group is considering sponsoring
another concert, like the Jim
Ward concert last year. All these

diverse activities are directed

toward one goal, to care for

each other better.

All meetings are open and
new people are more than
welcome.

For those who prefer smaller

groups, more in-depth study of
the Bible, and more discussion,

many dorm Bible studies meet
every week. Each one varies

according to the individuals

involved. Of course one does

not have to belong to the

particular dorm to go to that

Bible study. Below is a listing of

places and times.

DORM

Trezavant

Courts

Hoffman
Benedict

PLACE
TIME

Tuckaway 309

Sunday 4:00

Courts 229
Sunday 8:00

Hoffman 21

Sunday 4:00

Elliot Elliot Common Rm.
Sunday 4:00

Cleveland Cleveland 104
Hunter Thursday 7:00

Johnson Johnson 48

Tuesday 10:00p.m.

Also an open discussion of

the lessons for the day is held

each Sunday at 9:00 a.m. in

Gailor. Each

the 'Word of God' is also being

read and discussed.

Those who desire to pray and

give praise to the Lord should

check out the meeting at Dr.

Ross' house Thursday nights at

7:30.

>9

considered in context of the

time when it was written. A
small book, which explores

what it means for the Bible to be

"Doctor
Zhivago

(Cant, from page 8)

winter sends chills through the

movie audience. The scene of

Zhivago's return to his home
during winter is probably the

most moving scene in the movie.

All the actors seem to carry

their roles quite well as

individuals but problems occur

in their interaction. The
romantic scenes between

Zhivago and Lara are a bit too

sterile for all but the prudish.

One seems to sense the strong

emotions, but on film they seem

to be lacking a true depth.

"Doctor Zhivago" is worth

seeing nevertheless, but a soft

pillow to sit on and a box of

tissue for the soft hearted are

greatly recommended

.

Valley Liquors

We Are First In Cowan

You Are Our First Concern

Just Across The Railroad Tracks

Phone: 932-7063— . ,

Monteagle Dairy Queen^g^^
8:00 AM.-10.00 P.M. jd IJ|^

Under New Management ^^^^
Phoebe and Don Underhill

Matador

Steak Room

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

FRANKLIN COUNTY LANES

IN WINCHESTER

RPMTII
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Getting High . . .

1

Ballooning was the first a ply board base, It is basically redlines at an internal

method enabling man to fly. In triangular in shape, with a temperature of 300 degrees

Sewanee, one is again able to propane tank set into each Fahrenheit.

experience the thrill of open air corner. The basket fits two After the balloon has been

flying; here, the art of the people comfortably, with room unrolled and inflated, by means
balloonist is far from dead. . for additional fuel tanks as well, of a portable fan, and the burner

Dr. Dudley Fort, a resident The fuel line runs to a burner at has super heated the air within

of Sewanee and a surgeon at the the top of the basket, feeding a the envelope, the flight begins.

Franklin county and Emerald- flame that super heats the air However, there is no way one
Hodgson hospitals, acquired his within the envelope, or balloon can control the side to side

balloon in November of last itself. The heating of the air motion of the balloon.

year. Built in 1972, the balloon causes the balloon to rise; Therefore, as the balloon

was originally purchased by a likewise, allowing the air to cool reaches flying altitude, aground
man in Tullahoma, who later lowers the ballon. The envelope crew in Dr. Forts car begins to

sold it to Fort. Fort had holds approximately 60,000 follow it, keeping in touch by
originally flown in a balloon in cubic feet of air, and measures means of ont of two radios

1962, but was previously unable some 40 feet by 30 feet when installed in both the car and the

to go one for himself. inflated. Made of dacron, it is balloon.

The gondola or basket of the good for almost an indefinite The balloon can fly at

balloon is made of wicher, with amount of flying time, and heights as low as 200 feet, and
thus far, the highest altitude Dr.

Fort has attained is 14,000 feet.

The balloon has a total weight

of about 700 pounds, and
combined with the weight of

the air in the evnelope, displaces

approximately 5000 pounds of

-air with about 4,700 pounds.

The movements of the wind
propels the balloon. There is no
feeling of air motion; the flight

is smooth and easy because the

balloon is traveling with the

wind, creating a sensation of

stillness.

When the balloon is in the

air, the only thing one
consciously controls is the

burner. The control panel

consists of an altimeter, a

thermometer registering the air

temperature inside the

envelope, and a meter

monitoring relative rise and fall.

OUtside of keeping an eye on
^the fuel gauges, the balloon is

fairly simple to operate.

Landing the balloon is relatively

simple—just let the air cool, or

pull the deflation cord.

However, landing the balloon

smoothly and in a safe place

takes a little more timing and

good judgement. This is also the

time of importance for the

ground crew—they have to be

on the site of landing to catch

the balloon and prevent it from

drifting into trees or

surrounding obstacles. Once
down and stablizied, the

envelope is removed from the

basket, and with luck, the place

of land will not necessitate
Dr. Dudley Fort stands in the wicker basket carrying the basket long

Of his balloon Which comfortably holds distances to the car. When the

another person and additional fuel tanks. basket is securely back on its

\

The balloon and basket are carried by

a trailer to a suitable site for take-off.

r \. % t \i { t* \
' 1{ '

,

Dr. Fort instructs student in the careful

process of unfolding the balloon.

trailer, Dr. Fort drives it back to

the Sewanee airport where it is

stored, along with his glider,

which hasn't seen much use

since the advent of the.balloon.

Dr. Fort hopes to start a

club—The Sewanee Ascension

Society(S.A.S.)—with the sole

purpose of allowing students to

get the flying time and

experience necessary for

obtaining their licenses. The
ascenders, as the new

balloonists will be called, will

hopefully be able to establish

the front room of the old Union

as a club room, and begin to

build a second balloon, using a

commercial sewing machine of

Forts' to mend the present

envelope and construct a second

one. Interested studnets are

asked to watch in the next few

weeks for notices publicizing

the first meeting of the SAS;

(Cant, on page 11)

The envelope is stretched to its full lenght and the air filling process begins.
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. . . A Different Way

A fan is placed at the mouth of the

envelope and air is forced into it.

Getting High .

.

Dr. Fort ignites the burners which heats

the air trapped inside the envelope.-

(Cont. from page 10)

due to some extra work, D
Fort will not be flying aga

until the 12th of March or the

about. Once a normal
established, Dr. Fort will be
flying from 4 to 8 every

afternoon, to provide students

the time necessary for licensing.

When asked why he flew,

Fort replied, "Once you go up
there, you won't have to ask

that question." He's not

kidding. Try for yourself-join

the Ascenders' and see the

world-it only takes 12 days if

you're 50,000 feet up and don't

come down!

When the air inside the envelope is heated

to a certain point it begins to raise and

Dr. Fort ascends to another adventure.

Photographs by

After the air within the envelope has been

heated the balloon begins to right itself.
Chip Prtichett
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B-Ballers Play Is Fantastic

As Winning Record Improves
by Gregg Robertson

Sewanee vs. Centre

A strong second half surge

lifted the Tigers past their

toughest CAC opponent, as

Centre College became CAC
victim number "5" by a score of

83-68 on February 2 in

Danville, KY.

Eddie Krenson and Harry

Cash led the surge which

overcame the 36-36 halftime

score. Cash hit six of seven shots

from the field and did an

exceptional job at rebounding

and his specialty—blocking

shots. Krenson hit 11 of 13

shots to accumulate a game high

total of 26 points. Cash finished

with 14 and John Sublett and

Charlie Little hit 12 each.

Sewanee vs. Southwestern

The Southwestern Lynx
weathered a last second scare to

down the Tigers 64-63 on
February 5 in Memphis. The
win avenged the 81-61 rout the

Tigers had handed out earlier

this season and dropped
Sewanee's conference ledger to

5-1.

The Lynx opened up an early

35-22 margin before the Tigers

rallied to end the half trailing by
only 36-28. The Tigers rallied to

tie it at 44 -all and the two teams

traded buckets down to 1:30

remaining. Then with the score

tied at 62-all, the Lynx froze the

ball for one last shot and Randy
Hodges' layup with 0:04

remaining was the shot. The
Tigers' Tom Piggott was fouled

on the in-bounds pass, but the

second shot of his one-and-one

was off and Harry Cash's tip at

the buzzer was wide.

Sewanee vs. Oglethorpe

The Tigers raised their season

record to 16-4 as they outlasted

an outclassed Oglethorpe team
77-52 on February 7 here at

Sewanee.

Sewanee led from the

opening tipoff, garnering a

32-18 halftime lead as the Tiger

defense forced Oglethorpe into

a meager 24% shooting

percentage. The Petrels came

back to pull within five at 48-43

with just over 10:00 to go in the

game. The Tigers reawakened to

throw in six unanswered

buckets and iced the win by

outscoring Oglethrope 29-9

from that point on.

Harry Hoffman hit 60% from

the floor to accumulate his

team-leading 17 points with

John Sublett hitting for 13 and

Charlie Little matching that

point total in addition to

handing out 7 assists.

Sewanee vs. Athletes in Action

In perhaps Sewanee's biggest

win of the season, the Tigers

broke a two-game losing streak

by running over an outstanding

Athletes in Action team 81-68

on January 25 here in Sewanee.
The Tigers entertained AIA,

a group of former college

players now crusading for

Christ, on the heels of narrow

losses to Maryville and
Lipscomb. The win over AIA, a

team that plays a major college

schedule including defending

national champion North
Carolina State, was a big boost

for team morale.

Eddie Krenson hit his first

six shots to boost the Tigers to

an early 14-10 lead, but neither

team could hold a lead for long

and the lead changed hands four

times before the half ended with

AIA on top at 39-36.

The lead batted back and
forth until Charlie Little

bombed one in to put the Tigers

on top for good at 52-51 with

11:35 remaining. The Tigers

were unable to draw away for

good though until a 13-2 scoring

outburst begun . with 3:25

remaining swept Sewanee to its

surprisingly large margin.

Exceptional team defense

and some sharp passing

highlighted the Tigers best team
performance of the season.

Eddie Krenson finished up with

18 points, John Sublett and
Tom Piggott contributed 14

each, and Charlie Little hit 12,

while Harry Hoffman threw in

11 points and pulled down 12
rebounds.

Sewanee vs. Covenant
The Tigers taught Covenant

College a lesson in shooting and
rebounding as they rolled over

the Scots 83-67 on January 28
in Juhan Gym.

The Tigers blew to an early

35-21 lead, hitting an incredible

15 of 19 from the field, but they
cooled off to lead only 39-31 at

the half. The Tigers gradually

built up their lead in the second
half with some spectacular

passing and blocked shots,

much to the delight of an
enthusiastic crowd, leading by
as much as 23 points, before the

second team nailed down the

Harry Hoffman led the

scoring with 24 points, Peter

Lemonds had 1 2, and the Tigers

got 10 points from both John
Sublett and Eddie Krenson.

Sewanee JV. vs. Covenant JV
The JV Tigers crushed the JV

squad from Covenant College

86-54 on January 28 at

Sewanee.

The Tigers rolled to a 40-19

halftime lead and the second

team kept up the pressure

through the second half.

Brad Fales fired in IS points

and 13 rebounds with Larry

Cash adding 15 points and
Stuart Collier 12.

Sewanee JV vs. UT-Martin

A late Tiger rally fell short

and the undefeated JV cagers

from UT-Martin handed the

Sewanee JV a 77-67 loss on
January 29 at Martin.

The Tigers rallied from a

35-25 halftime deficit to draw

within five at 68-63 with 2:54
remaining but could pull no
closer as UT-Martin raised their

record to 12-0.

Harry Cash led the Tigers

with 18 points.

Sewanee JV vs. Lee College JV
A basket by Joe Mango with

two seconds remaining in the

first overtime period carried the

Lee College JV past the Tigers'

JV 73-72 on February 3 in

Cleveland. Mango's 12 feet bank
shot avenged an earlier loss to

the Tigers and dropped the JV's

record to 4-4.

The Tigers, downed 33-25 at

the half, tied the score at 65-65

on a three point play by Brad

Fales to mark the first time

since the opening minutes that

the Lee JV had not held the
lead.

Larry Cash sank a lay-up
with : 23 remaining in overtime
to give the Tigers a 72-71 lead

and set the stage for Mango's

heroics.

Cash finished with 22 points

and was followed by Brad Fales

with 20 and Stuart Collier with

17.

Sewanee JV vs. Ft. Campbell JV

The Tiger JV suffered its

second two point loss of the

season to the Ft. Campbell

Screaming Eagles, this time by

77-75 last Friday, February 7 in

Juhan Gym. The United States

Army team had defeated the

Tigers 80-78 earlier

Campbell, KY.
The Eagles grabbed a 32-31

lead right before the half and

never let go, barely

withstanding the Tigers late

rally.

Larry Cash led the Tigers

with 24 points with Greg

McNair adding 15, Brad Fales

12, and Steve Yount 10.

Swimmers Are Winners
All in all it has not been a

very happy year for the nine

men who have stuck out

Ted Bitondo's worst

swimming season since

coming to Sewanee. This is

not to say this is the worst

"team" in Bitondo's

seventeen years. In one
respect, they might possibly

be the best. Not once have

they quit, and with only

seven swimmers for eleven

events they have been an

underdog before the first

splash was made. Swimming
against schools such as

Vanderbilt and Georgia

Tech does not help the

situation.

There are virtually no
spectators at a meet save the

timers, opposing team, and

the few students who
happen to wander in during

halftime of an I.M. game.

Those guys in the tank are

in there for only one
reason: the human desire

for competition; the

personal satisfaction

derived in the quest for

victory. The athletic

scholarship, the lines of

newsprint, and the roar of a

crowd can not compare
with this satisfaction.

Perhaps this is one of the

many reasons so many
freshmen play varsity sports

at unsubsidized Sewanee
and yet only a handful of

them are still around as

seniors. The glamor of high

school athletics is gone once

they hit the Mountain.

They are not seen as

super-human but in many
eyes as something
sub-human. Neither of

these attitudes are fair.

The handbook says they

play for the love of the

game, This is not to say they

do not play to win. Playing

not to win but just for fun,

is totally absurd. Winning

also should not be a life and

death matter after the

contest is over. Still, there

must be
,
an objective, a

reason for playing. Thus,

playing "for the love of the

game" simply implies that

by being an athlete at

Sewanee, you are not on

that high school pedestal.

Though many might not

admit it, the athlete at

Sewanee plays because he

loves the satisfaction

derived from competition

Recognition is noce but

competing is sweeter.

These nine men on the

swimming team who have

given up their afternoons

since Novmber, two weeks

of their Christmas vacation,

and many other things too

deserve a pat on the back.

True, they do not own a

winning record, but they

are real winners. Frankli"

Roosevelt probably said j>

best: "It is not the critic

who counts, or how the

strong man stumbled and

fell, or whether the doer of

deeds could have done them

better. The credit

(Cont. on page 13)
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Opens Season
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by Kevin Harper

This past Mid-Winter Party

Weekend the Sewanee Tiger

Track Team held their festivities

in check while competing in the

Tennessee Intercollegiate

Conference indoor
championships at Middle

Tennessee State University on

Saturday. Then on Sunday the

distance runners ran in the

Happy Valley Half Marathon in

Chattanooga.
The Tigers looked stronger in

the middle distances this year.

Marshall McLean took a third

place in the 1000 yard run with

a 2:26.4 clocking. Emory
"Ironman" Lawrence and Rob
Eaton were both slightly over

two minutes for the half-mile.

This race and the mile made a

very nice double for Eaton.

Sophomores John Glenn and

Roger Ball showed steady

improvement as they were both

well under eleven minutes for

the indoor two mile run.

On Sunday, February 2,

while the rest of the campus

slept, the distance runners

travelled to Chattanooga for the

Happy Valley Half Marathon.

Running for the Tigers were

John Glenn, Marshall McLean,

Roger Ball, Rick McCabe, Rob
Eaton, John Pope, and Kevin

Harper. Had there been a team

trophy, the Sewanee team,

which has won the college team

title in the Peach Bowl

Marathon the past two years,

would have certainly won.

Every Tiger runner placed in the

top third of the more than fifty

starters in the 13.1 mile race.

Kevin Harper, a former

All-American cross-country

runner in his first competitive

outing since suffering a broken

foot in August, took second

place overall with a time of

69:23.5, averaging a quick 5:18

per mile. Rob Eaton and

Marshall McLean were the next

two to finish for Sewanee. The
weekend of heavy racing was

not without its toll. John Glenn

was headed for a fine placing

until he broke out with hives

around the 10 mile mark, but

still managed a respectable

finish. John Pope aggravated his

old knee injury but is expected

to return after a week's rest. All

the Tigers are pleased with their

progress so far and hope to

improve when they travel to

Rose-Hulman for the CAC
indoor championships February

15.

Swimmers
(Cont. from page 12)

to the man who is actually

in the arena, whose face is

marred by dust and sweat

and blood, who strives

valiantly, who errs and

comes short again and

again; who knows the great

enthusiasm, the great

devotion, and who spends

himself in a worthy cause,

and if he fails, at least fails

while daring greatly so that

he will never be with those

cold and timid souls who
never know either vicotry

or defeat."

Yes, the 1975 swimming
team is a bunch of real

winners.

Mike Flatt

Women's Basketball

ExperienceGainedFromLosses
by Susan Carroll

Sewanee vs. Bryan
Basketball has added a new

dimension to women's sports at

Sewanee. The women's team
had their second game of the

season Monday, February 3.

They played Bryan College

in Dayton, Tennessee in a

well-fought, defensive battle

that ended in Sewanee's defeat

29-22. Bryan led at half-time

19-7 , but Sewanee came back to

shut out Bryan in the third

quarter. The last two and a half

minutes of the game were

particularly well-played by

Sewanee as the team put 15

points on the board. Debbie

Ross came into the game in the

last quarter and led Sewanee's

scoring with 9 points. Center

Jeanne Dortch scored 6 points,
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guard Becky Jordan scored 5,

and forward Ellen Cimino

scored 2. Calls seemed to go

against Sewanee to such an

extent that Bryan's coach

apologized for the poor quality

of the officiating. Two of

Sewanee's starters fouling out

also hurt the team.

Sewanee vs. Motlow
Sewanee met Motlow on the

home courts on Wednesday,

February 5. Motlow was greatly

helped by their experience,

having previously played ten

games this season compared to

Sewanee's two. Also, most of

the players on Motlow's team
have been playing together since

high school. Motlow defeated

Sewanee 74-49. Sewanee's high

scorer, Ellen Cimino, scored 18

points. Debbie Ross scored 14

of her 16 points from over 30
feet from the basket. Other

Sewanee scorers were Bet

Stogsdell with 4 points, Jeanne

Dortch 6; Sherry Spain 3; and

Jordon 2. With Becky Jordan as

point guard calling the plays the

team showed a great deal of

improvement in team effort.

Coach Reggie Rucker says

that the team's trouble in getting

the ball open to shoot has

mostly been solved. Offensive

rebounding is the major

problem now, and he is

optimistic about the next game
saying "We've got thepoiseand

the outside shooting we need."

Becky demons performs on uneven parallel bars

Gymnasts Drop
Opening Meet

by Nora Frances Stone

In their first meet of the

season on February 7, the

Sewanee gymnastics team ran a

close third to the competing

teams of University of

Tennessee at Martin and

Mississippi University for

Women.
Final scores showed U.T.

Martin the victor with 53.02

points followed by M.U.W. with

50.88 points. The University of

the South amassed a total of

48.85 points by the end of the

meet.

Coach Martha Swasey

praised the girls' efforts saying,

"The team showed more skill

and expertise than any of our

girls have ever shown at a first

meet." She also added, "I think

that the team is very

promising."

Sewanee made the best

showing in the uneven parallel

bars event. Becky Clemons

placed second. Her teammates

Kathy Ellis, Renee Gourdin,

and Carolyn Powers won third

through fifth respectively.

Clemons also walked away with

a second in the vaulting

competition. Gourdin managed
a sixth in the same event.

Kathy Ellis picked up some
more points for the University

of the South with a fifth on the

balance beam. Nora Frances

Stone received sixth for her

efforts in the floor exercise.

Four seasonsed competitors

of the Sewanee team are back

this year led by Captain Kathy

Ellis and Co-captain Sandy

Sanderlin. Other members of

the team include Cathy Gunner

and Pat Kington. Mrs. Swasey

described their performances as

confident and cool.

"I felt we showed more style

and poise than one can expect

of a team that is just in its third

year of existence especially

considering we have not gone

out and recruited gymnasts like

many schools do," Mrs. Swasey

concluded.

Swimmers Fall
The University of the South

swimmers dropped their sixth

meet of the season as the Emory
University Eagles took a 66-47

win at Juhan Pool on Friday.

The Tigers record now stands at

1-6.

Sewanee vs. Georgia Tech

The swimming team at the

University of the South

concluded the regualr season

Monteagle Supermarket

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

Saturday at Sewanee as the

Ramblin' Wreck of Georgia

Tech dunked the Tigers 61-47.

The loss brought the purple

tankers final mark to 1-7.

Stuart Scott, finally

swimming as he did last season,

took honors in both the 200

freestyle and the 200 butterfly.

He swam the fly in 2:13.5

eclipsing the old school record

previously held by Richard

Wood. Mike Blanchard won
both the meter and 3 meter

dives while Wood won the 200

backstroke and Lee Stockslager

the 1000 freestyle. The only

other first place went to

co-captain Pierre Rogers who
came home first in the 200

breast stroke.
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Purple Interviews Bitondo
Richard E.Neal

This week the Purple

interviewed Sewanee swimming
coach Ted Bitondo to get his

views on this year's team and

their chances in the upcoming

CAC meet.

PURPLE: Coach, what are

major strengths and

weaknesses of this year's club?

BITONDO: Well, I think the

strength of the club would li

th

;.l)|. Of

last ye a r -Richard Wood.
Richard could do it all for us in

the conference in any of the

events that he goes into.

Complemented with that is

Mike Blanchard. He has not had

quite the experience because of

his laying out for two years

because of injuries. But he

. . . Hard work and
dedication are far greater

assets than just natural

talent.

seems to be coming along well. I

think that he might have an

opportunity to win the

conference and may be make
the cut-off score for the NCAA;
that is Division III of the NCAA
championships. Richard Wood
should do it, even though they

changed the times just the other

day. They lowered them and
made them much faster. The
other strength lies in Stewart

Scott, probably the most
natural swimmer we have.

Stewart has ability to be a

middle distance swimmer and a

butterflier and can go as far as

he wants to go. We think that

with a little more hard work and
dedication he can do it. And
couple that with om-
bre as t -s t ro k e r Pierre
Rogers-hard working and
dedicated. He doesn't quite

have the natural talent as some
others but hard work and
dedication are far greater assets

than just natural talent. And a

swimmer who has come a long

way since his freshman
year-Lee Stockslager. He is just

beginning to come into his own.
As soon as he can convince
himself mentally he should do a

good job for us. Aide from those

five people the rest of the squad
is rather green and have a long

way to come, although with

It's a difficult thing for the I
team and myself to rally

after repeated defeats.

dedication and hard work they *

should be able to help us the rest

of their years as undergraduates.

The weakness-the squad is too
smalt. The lack of depth has

hurt us in the dual meets.

Therefore, we're peaking for the

conference rather than the

everyday dual meets. Some of

a difficult thing for the team
and myself to rally after

repeated defeats. But I can't ask

any more out of the team. They
came back early after Christmas

break. They worked out twice a

day under conditions that

weren't too helpful toward

social life. They were extremely

tired but we did achieve another

thing besides conditioning and

that is, some of the students

were able to catch up on some
of their "bookwork ahead of

time. They did do some
studying, which, to me, is good.

I try to complement academics

as well as athletics, and if we can

get a little jump on our

academics then, I think, we're

that much further ahead.

The other drawback is our

schedule. It has not been one

that will help us. Several teams

have cancelled their meets due

to inflation and so we have had a

skimpy schedule. This has hurt

our competition. Plus, most of

the teams in our immediate

vicinity are in the Southeastern

Conference and they're way
above us and it's difficult for us

to get up any steam to compete

against these teams.

But I can't emphasize too

much of the enthusiasm and the

hard working g-oup that we
have. One, because of our small

/ try to complement
academ ics as well as

athletics.

squad. Two, because of our

poor record in the dual meets.

They have stuck with it and

they are rallying and they are

pointing toward the conference.

PURPLE: Have there been

any new school records set this

year?

BITONDO: Unofficially. In

order to set a school record in a

dual meet our swimmers have to

win that event. Stewart Scott

set a new record but he got

second place, therefore,

unofficially he set the record,

but he doesn't get it. (200 yard

butterfly; 2:13.5)

PURPLE: What do you think

your chances are in the

upcoming CAC meet?
BITONDO: I can't predict

that too well because both the

teams that we swam in the

conference beat us quite

/ can't emphasize too much
of the enthusiasm and the

hard working group that we
have.

handily, and that is because of

depth. I think we'll take the

major of the first places but

whether we have e«ough to

overcome the inexperience on
the squad to get the other places

is difficult to say. But we're

going out to see if we can win it.

PURPLE: How are the

swimmers condition-wise,
going into the CAC meet?

BITONDO: Physical
condition-wise, the best ever.

Psychologically. . .maybe we
can rally. They've had some
set-backs due to the poor dual

meet season but I think that

they are mature enough to

overcome this. We'll know a

little better in a couple of weeks
how they respond to it.

PURPLE: Coach Bitondo,

would you mind going into a

little of your career before you
came to Sewanee?

BITONDO: It's difficult for

me to say. I guess I've achieved

some greatness as far as

coaching is concerned and this is

because I've had some
wonderful material to work
with. While coaching at Ohio
State we had several divers who
made the Olympic squad and
two of them have won the

Games. One in 19.48 and one in

1956. The swimmers have also

the

discouraged because our dual

meet record isn't very good.
And this is understandable. It's

done extremely well. From
there, being at Ohio State for

four years, I coached at Ohio
University for two years. Then
from there I went to the

University of Florida at

Gainesville where I coached two
All-American divers. Then I

went to Florida State for one
year before coming to The
University of the South. I guess

briefly that covers my coaching

career in college. However, a

great honor was bestowed on
me by being named the Pan

American Games Diving Coach
in 1963. That was the highlight

of my coaching career. Other

honors-I have been on the

NCAA diving rules committee
for about 20 years, of which I

chaired that committee for five

years. In that tenure we revised

the rules, set standards for

depths in the pools, and
standards for diving which still

stand in the NCAA rule book.
The diving degree of difficulty

table is almost the same now as

when we set it up. I guess that

spans my career before I came
to Sewanee and I've been here

for 17 years. Although we
haven't achieved any

outstanding perforn

as the national caliber goes, we

have always been respectable as

far as our dual meet season goes.

In fact one of our highlights was

It appears to me that the

swimming team is working

extremely hard and the

campus doesn't seem to be

aware of it.

that several years ago we beat

the University of Florida when
they were the conference

champions of the SEC.
PURPLE: Do you have

anything else that you'd like to

add?
BITONDO: Yes. It appears

to me that the swimming team is

working extremely hard and the

campus doesn't seem to be

aware of it. We would like to

have more of the students see

our meets and perhaps cheer the

team on and give them a boost

that they need so that we can go

on to the CAC knowing that the

student body is behind the

team.
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Pompey goes for two in Phi-lndy action.

SAEs And Indys

Top In B-Ball
by Scott Yarbo ugh

Intramural basketball has

now begun and the opening

game showed us that the season

is going to be an exciting one.

In "A" league action, the

Independents pulled the first

upset of the season by downing
the KAs, last year's champs,

44-43. The next game, between

the Delts and Betas proved to be

equally exciting as the game
went into overtime before the

Delts finally pulled away to win,

61-55.

The SAEs showed their

strength early as they walked

away from the Lambda Chis by

a 56-41 margin. They then

played catch up ball and came
from behind to defeat the ATOs
by a 55-47 score. In their third

meeting the SAEs humiliated

the Sigma Nus by the score of

73-32. Dudley West has proved

to be the gun for the SAEs
averaging 25 points per game.

Then Bowden and Bill Skaggs

have added strong support both

scoring and rebounding.

The ATOs, behind the

scoring of John Upperco, held

off a second half rally by Iskra

to capture a 43-37 victory.

Their next game against the

Chops, the ATOs opened

quickly and kept the lead to win

64-59. Upperco once again led

the scoring with 22, with strong

support from Gregg Robertson,

who had 19.

The Betas came roaring back

from their overtime loss to the

Delts to defeat the Phis, 78-32.

Roger Ross led the Beta attack

powering in 30 points.

In other action the Indys

defeated the Delts 54-53, the

Sigma Nus downed the Phis

38-36, then fell to Iskra 58-51.

The KAs also downed the

Lambda Chis.

Leading the scoring in the

"A" league are Dudley West and

Rhea Bowden for the SAEs. Bill

Gregg seems to have the hot

hand for Iskra as he is averaging

24 points a game. Tom
Quattlebaum and Dave Darrohn

lead the Delts, as Jimmy
Flowers leads the Sigma Nu
attack. Jeff Paar is the man to

look for when watching the

Lambda Chis and Tony Cooper

and Hank Rast are leading the

Independents.

In "B" League action the

SAEs, Theologs, Indys and

Betas are out in front with

identical 2-0 records. The
Independents opened with a

52-22 victory over the KAs,
then defeated the Fijis, 35-24.

The SAEs proved to be a strong

competitor in the "B" league

also, as they crushed the Sigma

Nus 46-22 and then defeated

the ATOs 46-40.

The Betas opened with a

squeaker, easing by the Dekes

27-24, then downed the Phis,

44-39. The other undefeated

team, the Theologs, was
impressive as they opened with

a 36-20 victory over the Phis,

then defeated the Delts, 73-36.

The Dekes bounced back

from their opening loss to

defeat both the Sigma Nus,

47-27, and the ATOs, 55-53.

Leading the scoring for the

Dekes is Lindsey Logan who
had 36 points against the ATOs.

In other action in the "B"
League, the ATOs downed the

Lambda Chis 70-19, and the

Chops defeated the KAs.
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Better Services Provided

Bank Modernizes

Archaeological Expedition
Students are urgently invited mediaeval city of Northampton

to help in archaeological and the Anglo-Saxon cemetery

excavations in England next at Spins Hill in Norfolk,

summer. Deadline for Experienced volunteers will

applications is March 1. receive free board and lodging

City center redevelopment, for helping in this important

different parts of England and

Scotland.

Write now for further details

to Ian Lowson, 539 West 112

Street, New York, N.Y. 10025.

by Jennifer Snider

A new building for the Bank
of Sewanee is presently under
construction by Sam Partin in

downtown Sewanee. The target
date for completion is May
although bad weather may
cause delay. "The sky light in

the lobby is the hold up now,"
stated Mr. James F. Merritt,
President.

The new building will be 400
square feet larger than the old
one and will be more functional.
A night depository will be a new
service. Also, one drive-in

window will be open for

business at the bank's
completion. A second remote
control type window will be
completed later.

The change of buildings will

not increase the number of

employees because of
automated accounts. "We
should be all on computer by
opening," said Mr. Merritt.

Service is to be more efficient in

the new building.

The new building will be
attractively furnished and
decorated. The lobby will

feature a sky light and a large

oriental rug. Maury McGee is

doing the decorating and Wade
from North Carolina is doing
the woodwork.

One of the reasons for a new
building is the Bank of
Sewanee 's intention to merge
with the Bank of Cowan and to

open up a branch in Winchester.

They have made application and
expect the contracts to come
through in June.

new road-building programs and

rapidly changing land use are

threatening the disappearance

of prehistoric graves. Iron-age

settlements, Roman villas,

fascinating relics of mediaeval

towns, all over Britain.

American students free from

mid-May, and- with previous

archaeological experience, are

invited to join an international

team on a dig of the important

work.
Other students without

experience are invited to join

the British Archaeology

Seminar at Lincoln College,

Oxford, organized by the

Association for Cultural

Exchange. Six academic credits

can be earned from
participating

program whii

Summer Session Is

Offered At Sewanee

this low-cost

ends by three

weeks' participation on digs

Sewanee Welcomes
New Professors

by Peter Blair

There are two new professors

at Sewanee this semester. They
are Mrs. Marcia Clarkson,of the

computer science department,
and Mr. Richard Harrison, of

the History department.

Mrs. Clarkson has been in the

computer office for a year and a

half, but this is her first semester

teaching. She received her

degree from William Smith
College. She likes Sewanee, but
she doesn't know how long she
will be here. Prior to coming to

work at Sewanee, she worked
with IBM for seven years.

Mr. Harrison is replacing Dr.

Cushman who is on sabbatical

this semester. Mr. Harrison

received his B.A. from Atlantic

Christian College. He received

his M.A. from Vanderbilt and in

about six weeks he will receive

his Ph.D. from Vanderbilt also.

He has also studied at the

University of Tubingen in West
German. Mr. Harrison taught at

the College's Summer School
this summer and will teach there

this summer, also. He taught at

St. Luke's first semester.

Mr. Seiters who has worked
in the Admission's Office first

semester and taught in the

language department for the last

four years, is replacing Dr.

Turlington this semester. Dr.

Turlington is on sabbatical.

Once again the University of

the South is offering a summer
session for new and reentering

student or for those aspiring to

get ahead. The session starts

June 15 and runs until July 26,

using facilities on the Mountain.

The six -week summer
program allows pursuit of some
courses not offered during the

regular year, the ability to

advance in class standing, and

allows freshmen to take courses

to increase their foundation or

to acclimate themselves to

college life. Another benefit

offered by a summer session is

the small student-faculty ratio,

allowing most courses to seem
like tutorials. All classes meet
six one-hour periods a week and

laboratories meet for two
three-hour labs also. Courses

can be audited for a nominal

fee.

Experimental Film Club

Offers Documentary
One of the highlights of the"

Experimental Film Club season

will be the sharing of "I. F.

Stone's Weekly." The highly

acclaimed documentary about a

Capital Hill journalist will be

presented on Monday, February

17, in Blackman Auditorium.
I. F. Stone is an honest man

who spends his time uncovering

dishonesty in government. His

political philosophy simply

states, "Every government is

run by liars, and nothing they

say should be believed." The
documentary reveals Stone as

he puts his philosophy into

practice.

The film is skillfully made
and should be of interest to

anyone who likes to see positive

checks on power.

Present students at Sewane
should apply early in the spring

semester and indicate which
courses they would like to take.

Students at other schools are

responsible for the transfer

policies at their school and all

entering students should confer

with the Director of
Admissions. One can choose

either the status of a boarding or

day student. Fall tuition and
costs must be met as no
scholarships are available for

students in the summer school.

Other programs offered

during the summer are in The
Graduate School of Theology,

The Sewanee Summer Music
Center, and The Sewanee
Summer Secondary School

Student Institute.

The courses offered this

summer are In the biology,

Spanish, economics, English,

fine arts, French, history, and

mathematics departments. The

music, political science,

philosophy, psychology, and

religion departments will also

have offerings for students.

Letters To The Editor
the

(Cont. from page 7)

"group", of which I am
to be the leader (a

surprise in itself!), is in reality.

Finally, she makes still

another interesting statement:
"I do not know much about
Episcopal canon law..." This is

evident by the way she
condludes this same sentence. It

speaks fro itself. Just because
someone (anyone), in breaking
some rule or law, does so in a
"lovely and reverent" manner,
it does not make that action
right in itself. It was wrong for

Sister June David to say the
dismissal, no matter how
reverently she did it, and
whether she was coerced into
doing it (which I now know she
was not) or did it of her own
free will at the suggestion of one
of the participating priests,"

makes no difference

whatsoever. The fact remains

that a reubric (and therefore a

canon) was willfully and
intentionally violated, and all

the clouding of the issue on Miss

McClure's part does not change
that fact in the least.

Early in her letter, Miss

McClure accuses me, indirectly,

of being "more concerned with

making a point than with

getting facts straight..." I accuse

her of being more concerned

with getting facts straight than

with making a point. And she

has not succeeded in either.

Sincerely,

Willi. Ramsey, Jr.

RANDALL WHALEY
MANAGER GOODfrK**

Goodyear Service Store
"YOUR BUSINESS IS APPRECIATED

PHONE 967-3828

OECHERO BLVD.
WINCHESTER. TENNESSEE

Sthe sewanee inn

Thursday Family Night Special

MEXICAN DINNER
1 MEAT TACO
2 ENCHILADAS (1 for children)

SPANISH RICE

REFRIED BEANS ^&
TORTILLAS —^

'Coffee or Tea

dults $1.95 Children $.95 B-Adt

•~#£^.<

PRIVATE PARTIES AVAILABLE

SUNDAY BUFFET
MON. - WED. - THURS. - FRI. LUNCHEON SPECIAL

$1.75 plus tax
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